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"I'm curious about other people. That's
the essence of my acting. I'm interested
in what it would be like to be you."
Meryl Streep, actor

Guildhall graduates Acting Workshop
(14-18 yrs)
by recently graduated actors (London, UK)

Now in its fourth year, STET's hugely popular acting workshop will give your students a rare
opportunity to work with graduates from London's Guildhall School of Music and Drama.
This stimulating programme offers students a "centre-stage" role in the company of professional
actors. Your secondary school or drama class will experience elements of the professional actors'
"toolkit", such as warm-up techniques, trust exercises, breathing practices and preparation of
voice. This is a chance for aspiring performers to ask the questions they always wanted to ask and
to glimpse the range of skills that actors need to prepare for roles.
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Information
Cost

€380 / 1 hour session (discounts available for longer sessions)

Date

27-29 September 2017 (choose a date that suits your school)

Running time
Venue
Age Range
Limit of Participants
Language
Advised Preparation

1 hour, 1.5 hour, 3 hours or a full day (to suit your needs)
your school or a location you provide
14 - 18 years (tailor-made to the age group)
max 40 / session
English
No preparation needed

choose from the following WORKSHOPS
(a combination of workshops is possible)

General Acting Workshop (14+)
After a short introduction, the students will work on drama techniques and language skills
in small groups. Our actors will work on specific exercises to make students aware of their
physicality and give them a real experience of working individually and as an ensemble.
They will get first-hand experience of techniques employed by professionals, such as
controlling breath, projecting the voice, and trusting your fellow performers...

Drama School Preparation Workshop (16+)
After a short introduction, our young graduates will give useful tips for future actors. They
will share their first-hand experiences on how to get in to drama school, what to take into
account and how life is during and after training. This is an invaluable opportunity to talk to
people who really know what it takes to be an actor.

tutorial sessions (16+)
Students intending to apply for drama school can bring prepared pieces or get tailored help
and advice in an individual session.
These sessions can only be booked with another workshop above.
(15-30 min sessions/student, 25 euros per person)
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More about the Guildhall graduates programme
STET is proud of its relationship with Guildhall School of Music and Drama, one of the top drama
schools in the UK. Guildhall alumni include Daniel Craig, Ewan McGregor, Jodie Whitaker, Joseph
Fiennes…
Since 2010 STET's production team has visited the Guildhall to choose 2-5 performers from
their acting programme. These graduates are invited to The Netherlands to perform their
sometimes daring, sometimes experimental, but always freshly written new work. In 2016
Parktheater joined forces with STET and invited the graduates to perform in Eindhoven, with
equal success. Many of our audience rate the annual Guildhall Graduates series their favourite
STET event of the year!

who will come this September?
STET's production team is in the process of
selecting this year's graduates. Whoever
they may be, they are always highly
trained, open-minded and very talented
young professionals eager to start
their career.
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Take a look at pictures of how Guildhall Graduates from previous years have inspired and
engaged school groups. These workshops are very popular, but we only have limited capacity.
Don't miss the chance to enquire and book this fantastic opportunity.

Booking and more information
E: education@theenglishtheatre.nl
W: www.theenglishtheatre.nl/education
T: 0620-431919
STET Education The Netherlands

